
INDONESIAN EXTENSION ACTIVITIES 

 write a poem in Indonesian  

 write a letter to a friend in Indonesian  

 read aloud a letter from an Indonesian friend  

 read an Indonesian magazine and write a report on it in English  

 read an Indonesian book and write a report on it in English  

 make up an Indonesian puzzle 

 make a wayang puppet 
 give a three minute illustrated talk to the class on some aspect of Indonesia 

 make a poster for your classroom to advertise Indonesia  

 present a biography of a famous Indonesian  

 make a classroom chart in Indonesian eg. colours, seasons, animals, clothes etc  

 enter a language competition run by the MLTAQ or LACU  

 interview an Indonesian person and make a tape/video/write a report about them 

 write out a recipe in Indonesian, cook it at home and bring some for the class to 
try 

 make a model of a famous landmark or building in Indonesia eg. Monas, 
Borobudur. Show it to your class and explain what / where it is. Answer any 
questions from the class. 

 make up a board game with Indonesian questions  

 compile a scrap book with newspaper and magazine articles about Indonesia  

 make a cartoon/strip story in Indonesian 

 prepare a display book of Indonesian stamps  

 collect some Indonesian coins and notes, show them to the class and explain the  

graphics and the monetary value. 
 visit a local supermarket and write down the names of any product from 

Indonesia, 
 explain to the class what these products are for. Find out if there are Australian  

products similar to the Indonesian ones. 
 find out what products Australia exports to Indonesia.  
 try to find out what contribution Indonesia has made to Australia  

 find out about Indonesian industrial products  

 keep a diary in Indonesian for a month  

 write an article for an Indonesian magazine  

 make a cartoon of a famous Indonesian story  

 in a group prepare and present a parade of costumes from Indonesia  

 in a group prepare and present a play in Indonesian  

 in a group prepare and present some Indonesian songs  

 compile an Indonesian recipe book with at least 20 recipes. Cook them and write  

some notes about each one. Include photographs if possible.  
 compile an anthology of Indonesian poems  

 compile an Indonesian song book  


